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SUMMARY

Portrait of a Young Lady as Venus Binding the Eyes of Cupid has

been cut down at the right edge.
The twill canvas shows cusping
along all sides bar the right which has a sharp, cut edge.

Unlike the other extremities, the right edge displays
characteristics of a tacking edge and yet bears paint; fracture
damages made when the paint was dry show that the painting had
been re-stretched onto a smaller stretcher.

distortions are present.

No tack-related

The - portion missing cannot be

measured form the weave.

At the last lining, when the painting was attached to plain woven
linen with a glue/starch paste, this edge was opened out, filled
and inpainted.
Although the top and left sides mark the original
boundaries of the paint surface, they too were extended by the

same amount with plain weave canvas inserts, and likewise filled
and painted as was the lower edge which has been trimmed by a
slither.
The actual dimensions of the painted image are 118.5 cm
x 94.5 cm.

On a thin white ground (probably gesso), the image was executed
in a complicated series of moves that included alterations in
design.

Venus' forearm was moved from a position more closely

resembling that in the version in the Borghese Gallery in Rome
than the final image.

There are hints at an earlier design
However the figure itself appears

beneath the disembodied arm.

to have been executed at the same time as the remainder of the
painting.
Most of this has
There is a large amount of wear throughout.
Large portions of old overpaint from a

been casually retouched.

previous intervention -- it was used to cover the arabesque of
the arm -- remain over damaged portions of the sky.
The sky has
probably undergone a chemical alteration from blue to colorless.
This appears to be a surface alteration possibly caused by severe
cleaning in the past.

Unaltered regions lie to the right of

Venus' face.

The painting is covered in two layers of varnish that appear
murky, crazed and do not fully saturate the paint.

Conservation

notes.*rat a Sochnee French varnish covered with a Damar layer

were applied in 1948 followed by a 27H varnish in 1955.
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Generally the painting is in sound, if worn, condition.

CONSTRUCTION

Support

The painting is executed on a twill canvas (20 warp, 12 weft
There
threads per sq.cm) in which the warp runs horizontally.
no seam.
The painting has been lined onto a plain weave canvas

is

with a glue/starch paste adhesive.

From the pattern of weave along each edge it is known that the
painting has been cut at the right edge: cusping is present at

the top, left and lower sides alone although none of them bear a
tacking margin.

Conversely, the right edge has no distortion in

the weave but has been folded over a stretcher bar (paint is lost
at tacking holes and the turn-over edge).

This however occurred

after the image had been finished and after the paint was dry.

At the time of the lining the painted image was extended at the

top left and lower edges, presumably to match the increase in
dimensions on the right.

Plain weave canvas inserts, ready

primed, were attached with the lining, then filled and inpainted
to match the original.

Real dimensions of the painted image are

118.5 cm x 94.5 cm.

The painting is secured to a modern seven member stretcher.
Ground and Paint Layers

A thin layer of gesso (estimated) lies directly over the canvas.
Onto this the image has been constructed in a complicated
sequence.

The x-radiograph reveals a marked difference between

the confident placement and painting of Venus' face with the
hesitant yet alla prima execution of Anteros and the re-worked

muddle of the rest of the painting.

Changes in composition were detected.

The x-radiograph shows an

earlier position of Venus' left arm, one that corresponds to the
version in the Borghese Gallery in Rome, where the arm is bent at
an acute angle to the upper arm while the hand bunches the
blindfold. The arm is not a strong feature on the x-radiograph
but surface features strengthen the identification:a) the current forearm lies directly over the ground at the elbow
but crosses over onto a dark background at the line indicated on
the photocopy; adjacent to the upper arm, underlayers of flesh
paint can be seen, through wear to the upper layers, to travel
diagonally upwards.

b) the overlying landscape is muddier than the surroundings.
c) in the region of the bunch of cloth, strokes of white paint
that do not correspond with the landscape can be seen directly
underneath the upper paint layers.
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Because paint from the right hand passes on top of the left
forearm, this change in position of the arm can be seen to have
been an alteration undertaken by the artist.

The disembodied arm on the right is painted over an area that in
the Borghese version is filled by the bow, hand and, further
Traces visible on the
down, the sleeve of yet another figure.

x-

radiograph, and at the surface suggest the possible presence of

these items. Since the h*@d of Venus travels over the red skirt,
and paint from the grey sleeve can be detected on the tacking
edge made after the painting was cut down, it is unlikely that
this figure is a later addition.

There is a suggestion of a different decolletage to Venus' dress
in the x-radiograph through subtle differences in absorption.
Her neck and shoulders have been worked over several times.

The sky has undergone alteration to a patchy white and blue
state; the bright blue to the right of Venus' head is a
relatively undamaged area.

Under the microscope the creamy/white

areas are seen to contain large blue pigment particles just below
It
the surface; at the surface, particles have become colorless.

was probably to correct this patchy appearance that the previous
restorer retained old overpaint: the green/blue paint near the
top of the sky and the speckles that lie randomly across the
floating arm.

Fairly restrained retouching covers the majority of the
widespread wear.

The varnishes applied to the painting are recorded in the
conservation report of 1955: Sochnee French varnish followed by
Damar then later by 27H.

CONDITION

Records state that the painting was last treated by M.Modestini
in 1948 and 1955.

The support and lining are in sound condition.

In the forehead

of Venus there is a short tear which has been mended.

The

extensions to the picture surface at the top, left, and lower
edges are sound but at a variance with the true plane of the
picture.
In the lining process, homogenization of texture
occurred: canvas texture is apparent throughout, even impinging
upon the more heavily painted regions where compression of
impasto is a common feature.

the vertical axis.

Weave interference is present along
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Generally the paint surface is very worn.
has been "topped".

Much of the surface

In addition the sky has probably undergone a

chemical alteration that has disrupted the upper surface alone:
particles of blue pigments are visible just below the surface,
while those exposed are colorless.

The raised arm bears a sleeve that has been worn away by fierce
cleaning to expose underlying flesh tones: these were not
intended to be visible.

Clothing in this area is muddled by

remnants of old overpaint and liberal application of new (see
ultraviolet light photograph of 1953).
Although the painting has
been further retouched since then, ostensibly there has been
little change).

Paint on the far right was damaged while turned over the old
stretcher, consequently the surface is much disrupted; paint has
been lost and poor filling and retouching have compounded the

Retouching was carried out in "tempera and dry colors"
then "dry colors and AYAB with beeswax" (see 1955 conservation

problem.

report).

The surface films are poorly saturating the paint film, they are
murky, uneven and slightly discolored.
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